
Automobile Politics

The car – and the range of social and political institutions which sustains

its dominance – plays an important role in many of the environmental

problems faced by contemporary society. But in order to understand

the possibilities for moving towards sustainability and ‘greening cars’,

it is first necessary to understand the political forces that have made

the car so dominant. This book identifies these forces as a combination

of political economy and cultural politics. From the early twentieth

century, the car became central to the organisation of capitalism and

deeply embedded in individual identities, providing people with a

source of value and meaning, but in a way which was broadly consistent

with social imperatives for mobility. Projects for sustainability to

reduce the environmental impacts of cars are therefore constrained by

these forces, but must deal with them in order to shape and achieve

their goals.
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Preface

At the personal level, this book is perhaps the outcome of attempts to

think more thoroughly about things which have occupied me on a daily

basis since I started cycling to school at around the age of seven. At

some point in time, I’m not clear when, I realised that this daily act of

cycling had helped to form my political consciousness. I think that as an

undergraduate in politics, with a number of feminist friends helping

make the ‘personal is political’ connection, I started to realise that what

I had taken for granted as just ‘how I get about’ had both political

consequences and shaped how I experienced the political world. I

realised that the simultaneous exhilaration of cycling in cities, with

the constant potential for violence produced by, well, those bloody

cars, and the sense of tension or anger that this engendered, helped me

come to see that there was a daily, infrastructural, organisation of

movement both by myself and by forces beyond my immediate control,

even as I helped to produce them (from which I was thus definitely

‘alienated’ in the proper sense – I was reading Marx on ‘estrangement’

at around this time). So while the environmental benefits in the narrow

technical sense were always there, as arguments to be produced when

necessary to persuade, it was the visceral, experiential side that in an

important sense produced in me a politics of automobility. It is pre-

cisely the strange realisation (for a white, middle-class man, in parti-

cular) that something I took for granted actually placed me in a

marginal situation – relegated to the gutters, my needs neglected by

the planning system, my safety constantly threatened – which produced

a politicisation out of a banal act.

But cycling has also served as a key test case in distinguishing a

properly Green politics from other sorts of transport politics. As I

articulated this sense, mostly internally to myself or in the pub with

friends, over the next decade or so, it became increasingly clear to me

that if you spoke to someone who didn’t like cars but came from the

‘traditional left’, for want of a better phrase, their contrast would

vii
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always be with public transport. For me, while promoting public

transport is all well and good it never excites in the way that a bike

does, and for me this speaks to the way that Green ideology makes the

personal–political connection in a way that social democracy does not,

as well as the way that Greens tend to resolve an individual/community

tension in very different, more libertarian ways than do social demo-

crats. The bike requires you to be active, to be an agent, in the way that

you produce your own life and contribute to the production of a

particular kind of world around you. The bus or the train solves the

transport/environment problem through collectivisation, while the

bike solves it through personal responsibility for reducing one’s

wants. Now it matters little for the argument of this book which of

these you prefer, but it does show that how we experience transport

helps to shape (and be shaped by) our overall political orientation.

viii Preface
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